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Smartair provides a wide range of aviation charter,
training and maintenance services anywhere in
Australia, from our headquarters in Albury, NSW.
Smartair operates a fleet of aircraft ranging from
small trainers to a fast and luxurious turbo prop for
corporate charters. We also provide a comprehensive
range of aircraft maintenance services. Over the years,
our flying training division has helped countless pilots
take to the skies.
Founded in 1968, Smartair is still family owned and
operated. Until recently, Smartair was known as Air
Centre Albury, however organisational change and
increased capabilities have led us to a name change
and image.
At Smartair, we believe customer service is
paramount, and working smarter is the key to
business success.

(02) 6021 2929
11-12 Avalon Street
Albury, NSW 2640
www.smartair.com.au
flying@smartair.com.au

FOLLOW OUR SOCIAL PAGES
Smartair Albury
@smartair_albury
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What is the course?

Course Outline
Practical Component
Effects of controls
Straight & level
Climbing &
descending
Turning
Stall recovery

Theory Component
Aerodynamics
Air Law
Emergency
procedure
Radio Theory

When does it run and how much?
We will be running this course on the:
11th - 15th January 2021
The overall price of the course is $1400.00.
At Smartair, we have a current and active
COVID-19 plan. We adhere to current
Government rules and regulations. For
more information, please check out
https://www.smartair.com.au/news/covid19-return-to-flying-training-plan/

The course is designed to give students who
want to make aviation their career, a head
start. It’s the smart way for budding aviators
to get a taste of flying - because they actually
get in the air and learn the basics. Students
can then make an informed choice about
becoming a career pilot or a recreational flyer.
Who can do the course?
Just about anyone who is capable of
controlling an aircraft. Our focus is on school
students who can’t wait to get started in their
aviation career, but maybe you’ve enjoyed a
Trial Instructional Flight (TIF) and want to learn
more. You don’t need a medical or a license
application, so it’s a straightforward way to get
started.
Whats Included?
- Pilots Logbook
- RPL Study Guide
- 5 Brefieings
- 5 one hour flights (one-on-one with flight
instructor)
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What does the course involve?
Smartair instructors teach the basics of flying,
both flying practice and theory over a 5 day
period. Classes run from 0800am through
to 0530pm each day from Smartair’s base at
Albury Airport.
Each morning, after a collective briefing on
that day’s exercise, students take to the sky,
in turn, with the instructor beside them. After
flying, it’s right back down to earth because
students need to study modules from the
supplied theory books to cover the syllabus
required for the pre-solo exams.
How do l learn more?
Our instructors will be happy to discuss how
you can build on your School Holiday Program
experience to achieve the license that is right
for you.
Get in touch with us through either email,
phone or website and we will assist in any way
possible.

